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Your Guide to the 10 Best of Everything in Seoul Discover the best of everything South Korea's capital city has to offer with the essential DK Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guide Seoul. Top 10 lists showcase the best places to visit in Seoul, from Dongdaemun market to the grand royal palace of Gyeongbokgung. Seven easy-tofollow itineraries explore the city's most interesting areas - from the arty district of Insadong to Bukhansan National Park - while reviews of the best hotels, shops and restaurants in Seoul will help you plan your perfect trip.
Ancient healer, modern medicine Considered to be one of nature's most powerful anti-inflammatory ingredients, turmeric is a powerful medicine that has long been used in the Chinese and Indian systems of medicine as an anti-inflammatory agent to treat a wide variety of conditions, including digestion problems, jaundice,
menstrual difficulties, toothache, bruises, chest pain and colic. Turmeric has been harvested for over 5,000 years in its native Indonesia and is a key ingredient in many dishes and medicinal remedies throughout the region. It is now rising quickly in popularity everywhere in the world as wellness seekers of all ages discover
the health properties of this incredible food. Scientific studies now show that turmeric contains anti-cancer properties, may be helpful with inflammatory bowel disease, Chrohn's, rheumatoid arthritis, help with improved liver function, heart health, may help to lower cholesterol and be protective against Alzheimer's disease.
Turmeric becomes more active either when cooked or combined with other specific ingredients such as ginger and black pepper. Whether in root or powder form, turmeric can be used in juices, smoothies, infusions, soups, curries, pulses, stews, for roasting vegetables, adding to hummus, yoghurt and marinades for fish, meat
or tofu. All the health benefits, how to use turmeric and 50 delicious recipes are included in this stunning cookbook.
Boost your scientific and analytic capabilities in no time at all by discovering how to build real-world applications with NumPy About This Book Optimize your Python scripts with powerful NumPy modules Explore the vast opportunities to build outstanding scientific/ analytical modules by yourself Packed with rich examples to
help you master NumPy arrays and universal functions Who This Book Is For If you are an experienced Python developer who intends to drive your numerical and scientific applications with NumPy, this book is for you. Prior experience or knowledge of working with the Python language is required. What You Will Learn
Manipulate the key attributes and universal functions of NumPy Utilize matrix and mathematical computation using linear algebra modules Implement regression and curve fitting for models Perform time frequency / spectral density analysis using the Fourier Transform modules Collate with the distutils and setuptools
modules used by other Python libraries Establish Cython with NumPy arrays Write extension modules for NumPy code using the C API Build sophisticated data structures using NumPy array with libraries such as Panda and Scikits In Detail In today's world of science and technology, it's all about speed and flexibility. When it
comes to scientific computing, NumPy tops the list. NumPy gives you both the speed and high productivity you need. This book will walk you through NumPy using clear, step-by-step examples and just the right amount of theory. We will guide you through wider applications of NumPy in scientific computing and will then
focus on the fundamentals of NumPy, including array objects, functions, and matrices, each of them explained with practical examples. You will then learn about different NumPy modules while performing mathematical operations such as calculating the Fourier Transform; solving linear systems of equations, interpolation,
extrapolation, regression, and curve fitting; and evaluating integrals and derivatives. We will also introduce you to using Cython with NumPy arrays and writing extension modules for NumPy code using the C API. This book will give you exposure to the vast NumPy library and help you build efficient, high-speed programs
using a wide range of mathematical features. Style and approach This quick guide will help you get to grips with the nitty-gritties of NumPy using with practical programming examples. Each topic is explained in both theoretical and practical ways with hands-on examples providing you efficient way of learning and adequate
knowledge to support your professional work.
A history of the Korean War with soldier’s-eye views from both sides, by the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Rising Sun and Infamy. Pulitzer Prize–winning author John Toland reports on the Korean War in a revolutionary way in this thoroughly researched and riveting book. Toland pored over military archives and was the
first person to gain access to previously undisclosed Chinese records, which allowed him to investigate Chairman Mao’s direct involvement in the conflict. Toland supplements his captivating history with in-depth interviews with more than two hundred American soldiers, as well as North Korean, South Korean, and Chinese
combatants, plus dozens of poignant photographs, bringing those who fought to vivid life and honoring the memory of those lost. In Mortal Combat is comprehensive in it discussion of events deemed controversial, such as American brutality against Korean civilians and allegations of American use of biological warfare. Toland
tells the dramatic account of the Korean War from start to finish, from the appalling experience of its POWs to Mao’s prediction of MacArthur’s Inchon invasion. Toland’s account of the “forgotten war” is a must-read for any history aficionado.
Description The Autodesk 3ds Max 2021: A Detailed Guide to Modeling, Texturing, Lighting, and Rendering, 3rd Edition book is perfect for both beginners and intermediate users of 3ds Max and those moving from other software to 3ds Max. This brilliant guide takes you step-by-step through the whole process of modeling,
texturing, UV mapping, lighting, and rendering. You will learn important concepts and techniques about 3ds Max which you can utilize to create your 3ds Max projects. This book also covers the Arnold renderer. Using a structured and pragmatic approach, this guide begins with the basics of modeling, then builds on this
knowledge using practical examples to enhance your modeling, texturing, lighting, and rendering skills. Each unit builds on the knowledge gained in the previous unit, showing you all the essentials of 3ds Max 2021. As you go from hands-on exercise to hands-on exercise, you'll develop a strong arsenal of skills that combined
will form a complete end to end process to create high quality renders using 3ds Max 2021. Key Features Covers 3ds Max's user interface, navigation, tools, functions, and commands. Explains the polygon, subdivision, and spline modeling techniques. Covers all modifiers. Covers UV mapping. Explains how to manage external
design data. Covers material editors. Explains what is Arnold and how it is different from other renderers. Covers Arnold lights and light filters. Covers Arnold shaders, materials, and maps. Covers the motion blur and depth-of-field effects. Covers AOVs and Arnold render settings. Cover the Physical material. Detailed
coverage of tools and features. Features 57 hands-on exercises-complete with before and after files. Features 44 practice activities to test the knowledge gained. Additional guidance is provided in the form of tips, notes, and cautions. Important terms are in boldface so that you never miss them. The content under "What just
happened?" heading explains the working of the instructions. The content under "What next?" heading tells you about the procedure you will follow after completing a step(s). Tech support from the author. Access to each exercise's initial and final states along with the resources used in hands-on exercises. Quiz to assess
knowledge. Bonus hands-on exercises. Includes a PDF file that contains the color images of the screenshots/illustrations used in the textbook. These color images will help you in the learning process. This PDF file is included with the resources. ages will help you in the learning process. This PDF file is included with the
resources. Brief Table of Contents This book is divided into the following units: Unit 1: Introduction to 3ds Max -I Unit 2: Introduction to 3ds Max -II Unit 3: Geometric Primitives and Architectural Objects Unit 4: Polygon Modeling Unit 5: Graphite Modeling Tools Unit 6: Spline Modeling Unit 7: Modifiers Unit 8: External
Design Data Unit 9: Bonus Hands-on Exercises Unit 10: Material Editors Unit 11: Physical Material Unit 12: Introduction to Arnold Unit 13: Arnold Lights Unit 14: Arnold Shaders and Materials Unit 15: Arnold Maps Unit 16: Cameras Unit 17: Arnold Render Settings For more info, visit PADEXI ACADEMY'S website.
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The Juilliard Music Adventure is an interactive educational game designed to introduce children to important musical concepts through a series of creative puzzles.
Gain the insights and techniques you need to give life to your own custom characters, machines, and scenes in Blender 3D About This Book Learn how to establish the basic shape of a character on the basis of templates, and take it to completion using the tools available in Blender Develop realistic and awesome machines for
your 3D projects and animation films Discover advanced techniques by adding fur to a character, creating a grass field, and fine-tuning a shot with post-processing effects to enhance your creations Who This Book Is For This learning path is for those who know the basics of Blender and have hands-on experience with the
software. We will directly dive into creating characters first. If you wish to use Blender to create games, animated films, and architecture simulations, this learning path will benefit you. What You Will Learn Use your sculpting skills to carve the character features from the mesh Find the best possible flow for your edge-loops
to enhance the character features and to get the best possible range of deformation Mix both the Blender Internal and Cycles rendering engines in order to render materials as quickly as possible Know when and where to use various types of geometry—something that saves time in one instance will pose significant problems
in another Create a 3D robot toy model from start to finish using the basic modeling tools of Blender Make a full alien character using the skin mesh modifier and the sculpting tools with an artistic approach Use re-topology techniques to create a clean 3D version of the previously sculpted alien Model a full haunted house and
its environment using more advanced modeling tools and techniques such as the Array Modifier, Instance duplication, and Curves In Detail Blender 3D is one of the top 3D animation software available. As the Blender software grows more powerful and popular, there is a demand to take your modeling skills to the next level.
This learning path is divided into three modules that will take you on this incredible journey of creating games. The first module will take you on a journey to understand the workflow normally used to create characters, from the modeling to the rendering stages, using the tools of the last official release of Blender exclusively.
You will be making production-quality 3D models and characters quickly and efficiently, which will be ready to be added to your very own animated feature or game. The second module will help you develop a comprehensive skill set that covers the key aspects of mechanical modeling. You will create many types of projects,
including a pistol, spacecraft, robot, and a racer. By the end of this module, you will have mastered a workflow that you will be able to apply to your own creations. The final module will help you to create many types of projects using a step-by-step approach. Each project in this module will give you more practice and increase
your knowledge of the Blender tools and game engine. This learning path combines some of the best that Packt has to offer in one complete, curated package. It includes content from the following Packt products: Blender 3D Cookbook, Second Edition by Enrico Valenza Blender 3D Incredible Machines, Second Edition by
Christopher Kuhn Blender 3D By Example by Romain Caudron and Pierre-Armand Nicq Style and approach This easy-to-follow course will teach you how to create complex 3D characters, create incredible machines, and put them together to create a 3D scene. Each topic is explained sequentially in the process of creating
various models, and includes detailed explanations of the basic and advanced features.
From regular maintenance for optimum performance to emergency repairs, this illustrated e-guide is the perfect handbook for beginners and experienced cyclists alike. The Bike Repair Manual includes insightful information on the anatomy and functioning of all types of bikes - road, racing, mountain, hybrid, BMX and
children's. Step-by-step sequences show you how to carry out repairs, from vital servicing to improving your bike's performance both on and off road. Learn how to maintain the main elements, such as brakes, drivetrain, and steering, as well as the complex components, including hub gears, hydraulic brakes, and suspension
forks. Detailed chapters cover everything from the correct, safe way to set up your bike and the must-have kit for successful repairs to troubleshooters for keeping your bike in top form. Featuring easy-to-follow photographic tutorials and handy add-ons, such as a step locator and toolbox, Bike Repair Manual is the essential eguide for every cyclist.
"Comparative Anthropology of Ancient Greece" looks at the anthropology of the Greeks and other cultures across space and time, and in the process discovers aspects of the art of comparability. Marcel Detienne tries to see how cultural systems react not just to a touchstone category, but also to the questions and concepts
that arise from the reaction.
June 11, 1940 – where is Winston Churchill?
"The trend is your friend" - Learn to Make a Fortune in Both Bull and Bear Markets Today only, get this bestseller for a special price. Trend training is a great way of earning profits from somewhat large stands in the market without devoting so much time to your computer or smartphone. You must observe the trend and hold
their positions at low-risk entry points until there is a reversal of the trend. This is a strongly disciplined system and highly profitable due to enough diversification. Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn An Overview Of Stocks Different Types Of Stocks Myths About The Stock Market Following Trends In Trading Stocks
Trend Trading Trends Types How To Enter A Trend And basically everything you need to know to start trading options today. Download your copy today! Take action today and download this book now at a special price!

A surprisingly affordable book of excellent color photography, Tang shares 92 of his finest images of the Windy City, from beloved Buckingham Fountain to the United Center, home of the Chicago Bulls. He turns his camera on the famed sites, such as the Magnificent Mile and the Lincoln Park Zoo, as well as gems only locals
know, such as historic neighborhoods, architectural details on downtown high-rises, and old watering holes such as the 1881 Schaller's Pump restaurant.Indeed, Chicago Impressions is the perfect memento of a trip to one of America's finest cities. And who better to capture its beauty than a Chicagoan!
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A poignant novel about a biracial girl living in the suburbs of Las Vegas examines the friendships that grow out of, and despite, her race.

This book is the result of a victory won after long years of battle and unsuccessful struggle against pornography and masturbation. Many are trying to get rid of these things but the problem is that they are using the wrong weapons to fight them. In this book you will find testimonies of those who were once captive but
delivered by Jesus Christ, they will tell you clearly how this happened. And the author gives you practical advice based on the Word of God that will help you fight with the right weapons and come out victorious in the supreme name of Jesus Christ.
Sadaharu is a 30-year-old would be game designer whose world is turned upside down when the characters from his latest hentai game start coming to life! What's more, they all think he's the great Incubus King Shadahr. What's a man to do when you have beautiful buxom babes trying to kill you? Is he really the Incubus King
or is something more at play? Power Play! is sure to please with its cast of sexy soldiers, feisty familiars, naughty ninjas, and sensuous sorceresses. Can our hero survive this case of mistaken identity or will he be washed away in a torrent of pleasure? **This book is uncensored.
This new series traces the development of fighting equipment from the raw metal phase through construction and testing to combat. The first volume examines the finest U.S. fighter of World War II, the Mustang, through archival photos, detailed scale drawings, text outlining the plane's history and production techniques,
and appendices packed with production facts and figures.

This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Laura Berk’s Development Through the Lifespan is relied upon in classrooms worldwide for its clear, engaging writing style, exceptional multicultural and crosscultural focus, cutting-edge consideration of the interrelationships between heredity and environment, rich examples, and long-standing commitment to presenting the most up-to-date scholarship. This new edition continues to offer students research-based practical applications that they can relate to their personal and
professional lives. Laura Berk, renowned professor and researcher, has revised the text with new pedagogy, a heightened emphasis on the interplay between heredity and environment, and an enhanced focus on many social policy issues, while emphasizing the lifespan perspective throughout. The latest theories and findings
in the field are made accessible to students in a manageable and relevant way. Berk’s signature storytelling style invites students to actively learn beside the text’s “characters.” Students are provided with an especially clear and coherent understanding of the sequence and underlying processes of human development,
emphasizing the interrelatedness of all domains—physical, cognitive, emotional, social—throughout the text narrative and in special features. Berk also helps students connect their learning to their personal and professional areas of interest. Her voice comes through when speaking directly about issues students will face in
their future pursuits as parents, educators, health care providers, social workers, and researchers. As members of a global and diverse human community, students are called to intelligently approach the responsibility of understanding and responding to the needs and concerns of both young and old. While carefully
considering the complexities of human development, Berk presents classic and emerging theories in an especially clear, engaging writing style, with a multitude of research-based, real-world, cross-cultural, and multicultural examples. Strengthening the connections among developmental domains and of theory and research
with applications, this edition's extensive revision brings forth the most recent scholarship, representing the changing field of human development. NOTE: This is the standalone book, if you want the book/access code package order the ISBN below. 0205968988 / 9780205968985 Development Through the Lifespan Plus NEW
MyDevelopmentLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0205909744 / 9780205909742 NEW MyDevelopmentLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card -- for Laura E. Berk 0205957609 / 9780205957606 Development Through the Lifespan
This seven-level course provides a flexible package that ensures exam success and encourages students to develop 21st century skills through creative games and activities.With a strong focus on the development of reading and writing skills through interactive learning, Bright Ideas offers extensive exam and literacy support
with the benefit of innovative content and familiar topics.Using "Big Questions" to challenge students and promote the development of 21st century skills in areas such as critical thinking, the course links the classroom with the "real world" and encourages the sharing of ideas through communication and collaboration.The
comprehensive package of integrated print and digital resources challenges traditional methods of learning with exciting new resources and activities that are adaptable to all teaching situations.
Mendoza the Jew combines a graphic history with primary documentation and contextual information to explore issues of nationalism, identity, culture, and historical methodology through the life story of Daniel Mendoza. Mendoza was a poor Sephardic Jew from East London who became the boxing champion of Britain in
1789. As a Jew with limited means and a foreign-sounding name, Mendoza was an unlikely symbol of what many Britons considered to be their very own "national" sport.
Back-to-Basics Audio is a thorough yet approachable handbook on audio theory, practice, and allied electrical systems. Electrical principles are first discussed in elementary terms as a basis for understanding audio components and equipment, covered in a hands-on style in the rest of the book. The publication is a bridge
between engineers, salespeople, and technicians. Finally, elements of home theater audio and projection are addressed in practical terms.
When a Beautiful but Deadly Assassin Murders a Man in a DC Hotel Room, Noble is Ordered to Find The Killer And Bring Her to Justice. After the devastating death of Samantha Gunn, Jake Noble has spent every night since drinking himself into oblivion. Jake's world is shattered and he's looking for answers, instead he gets a
call from Langley. A Secret Service agent has been found dead, the CIA wants to know who killed him and why. Noble tracks the assassin across two continents only to discover a larger, more sinister plot at work. Someone is trying to destroy the United States of America, and Noble may be the only man who can stop it. Book
4 in the highly popular Jake Noble Thriller Series! "A top-notch thriller." "A truly a well written, fast-paced, page turning book; I loved it!" "This was a wonderfully well-written and intense thriller that I thoroughly enjoyed and I will definitely be grabbing future releases in this series." "Fun, sexy, and dark." "I agree with other
readers who have compared Miller's NEW HERO - Jake Noble to Mitch Rapp, Scot Harvath, and I would add Kyle Achilles and Sean Drummond."
The human race is all too pre-disposed to think in terms of us and them. Europeans have always laid claim to the Ancient Greeks they are our Greeks, our ancestors but their legacy reaches further than we could ever imagine. Their influence stretches from the Japanese to the Cossacks, from Ancient Rome to Indonesia. In this
path-breaking new volume, the great French historian Marcel Detienne focuses on Eurocentric approaches which have trumpeted the Greeks and their democratic practices as our ancestors and the superiority of the Western tradition to which they gave rise. He argues that such approaches can be seen as narrow-minded and
often covertly nationalistic. Detienne advocates what he calls comparative anthropology which sets out to illuminate the comparisons and contrasts between the beliefs, practices and institutions of different ancient and modern societies. Detienne aims to put the Greeks in perspective among other civilisations and also to look
afresh at questions of political structure, literacy, nationhood, intellect and mythology. The work of Marcel Detienne has made an enormous impact on our thinking about the Greeks in areas such as rationality, literacy and mythology, and in this new volume he challenges once again our conception of the Greeks and their
impact on the modern world.
Are you fit for the new rules in Europe? The new EU regulations on medical devices and in vitro diagnostic medical devices (IVDs) are changing the rules of the game in this important area of health care. It is now necessary to adapt quickly to the new and more demanding rules on market access in Europe. This requires a
thorough knowledge of the new rules for all those responsible and employed in the sector. A sound knowledge of the new EU regulations is also indispensable for the education, training and further education of students, and for staff in research and development, in regulatory affairs and quality management. For all those who
are active and responsible in the field of medical technology, biomedical and clinical engineering, e-health and related fields. The new 3rd edition gives the latest stage of regulatory corrigenda, amendments and EU-target dates and reflects the latest Guidance documents of EU on this. Don't be late: those that fail to prepare prepare to fail! 336 pages; 38 Fig., 23 Tab.

Contextual Design: Design for Life, Second Edition, describes the core techniques needed to deliberately produce a compelling user experience. Contextual design was first invented in 1988 to drive a deep understanding of the user into the design process. It has been used in a wide variety of industries and taught in
universities all over the world. Until now, the basic CD approach has needed little revision, but with the wide adoption of handheld devices, especially smartphones, the way technology is integrated into people’s lives has fundamentally changed. Contextual Design V2.0 introduces both the classic CD techniques and the new
techniques needed to "design for life", fulfilling core human motives while supporting activities. This completely updated and revised edition is written in a clear, informal style without excessive jargon, and is the must-have book for any UX Design library. Users will find coverage of mobile devices and consumer and business
products, all illustrated with new examples, case studies, and discussions on how to use CD with the agile development and other project requirements methods. Provides tactics on how to gather detailed data on how people live, work, and use products Helps develop a coherent picture of a whole user population Presents
tactics on how to use the seven "Cool Concepts" to support core human motives and generate new product concepts guided by user data, ideation techniques, and principles key to producing a compelling user experience Explains how to structure the system and user interface to best support the user across place, time, and
platform
Crammed with comic capers to try out on unsuspecting victims, and side-splitters to share, this ring-binder is a mix of practical pranks and wisecracks. Readers can depress the laughter button on the front for a tide of titters to accompany their tale telling. Three leaves of stickers and two funny photoframes are included. The
jokers journal section contains 365 jokes - one for each day of the year and a space to fill with diary dates.
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